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ABOUT THE ESPLANADE
The Esplanade Arts and Heritage Centre is where the stories of our great collective culture are told

through music and dance, painting and sculpture, plays and concerts, exhibitions and installations,

artifacts and art, education programs and private events. Featuring a 700- seat main stage balcony

theatre which boasts superior technology and striking design, the Esplanade is where Medicine Hat
celebrates arts and heritage.

A marvel of contemporary Canadian architecture on traditional Blackfoot territory just steps from the
South Saskatchewan River, the Esplanade occupies an eminent position on downtown’s historic First
Street Southeast. From its rooftop terrace, you can see Saamis, the dramatic shoreline escarpment
which is the setting for the story of how Medicine Hat got its name.

Inside, visitors discover the vibrant Esplanade Art Gallery, the prized Esplanade Museum, the

Esplanade Studio Theatre across the lobby from the Esplanade Main Stage Theatre, the expansive

Esplanade Archives and Reading Room, an art education space called the Discovery Centre and the
catering-friendly Cutbanks Room.

In the northeast corner of the Esplanade grounds stands the oldest remaining brick home in Alberta,
the Ewart-Duggan House. With its gingerbread trim and quaint heritage gardens, it now serves as a
charming venue for select cultural events and a home away from home for artists in residence.

The Esplanade opened in celebration of Alberta’s centennial in 2005 and ever since, Medicine Hat has

welcomed a steady procession of artists and audiences, storytellers and story-lovers from around the
region and around the globe. The celebration continues today.
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ABOUT THE AFA TRAVELLING EXHIBITION PROGRAM
The Alberta Foundation for the Arts (AFA) has supported a provincial travelling exhibition program

since 1981. The mandate of the AFA Travelling Exhibition Program is to provide every Albertan with
the opportunity to enjoy visual art exhibitions in their community.

Three regional galleries and one arts organization coordinate the program for the AFA:
Northwest Region: The Art Gallery of Grande Prairie, Grande Prairie

Northeast and North Central Region: The Art Gallery of Alberta, Edmonton
Southwest Region: The Alberta Society of Artists, Calgary

Southeast Region: The Esplanade Arts and Heritage Centre, Medicine Hat

Each year, more than 300,000 Albertans enjoy many exhibitions in communities ranging from High

Level in the north to Milk River in the south and virtually everywhere in between. The AFA Travelling
Exhibition Program also offers educational support material to help educators integrate the visual
arts into the school curriculum.

Exhibitions for the TREX program are curated from a variety of sources, including private and public

collections. A major part of the program assists in making the AFA’s extensive art collection available
to Albertans. This growing art collection consists of over 8,000 artworks showcasing the creative

talents of more than 2000 artists. As the only provincial art collection in Alberta, the AFA collection
reflects the development of the vibrant visual arts community in the province and has become an
important cultural legacy for all Albertans.
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CURATORIAL STATEMENT
Fourteen thousand years ago, rapid channel down-cutting by glacial melt-water formed the dramatic
coulees and hoodoos of the Canadian Badlands. At the heart of this region is one of the most unique
towns in western Canada. Drumheller, Alberta, has an extensive history that feeds its distinctive

present-day status. The unusual land formations provide an unforgettable first impression of a town

whose tourism industry is the backbone of the economy; the eye-catching, forty-six-metre-tall T. Rex
confirms this, and makes you realize you are no longer in Kansas anymore. Beyond the hype of the

hoodoos and dinosaurs, Drumheller possesses a quaint downtown filled with the usual suspects (post
office, bank, second-hand store, pizza parlor) as well as a charming art gallery. In 2004 the Canadian
Badlands Artist Association opened the Badlands Gallery, mandated to “foster and enhance public

awareness, understanding and appreciation for the positive cultural significance of the visual arts.”[1]
This is achieved through a strong membership of local artists, who exhibit within the space.

Eight years ago, TREX Southeast organized Out of the Badlands, an exhibition featuring the works from
the Badlands Gallery. In 2016 TREX invited gallery members to exhibit once again, this time with a

stipulation—create new work based on a proposed theme. While Out of the Badlands focused on the
enchanting landscape within the region, the new proposed theme challenged participating artists to

visually express unique aspects of the region from a “personal” perspective. The result is a selection of

paintings and photographs that communicate each artist’s individual sense of place. Conveyed through
the twenty-one works is the unique experience of small-town living along the Red Deer River valley.

Farming, super moons, ghost finders, storms and water towers are just some of the subjects explored.
The seven participating artists include Jim Carlson, Dianne Faulter, Bob Hamilton, Carrie Mashon, Ellen
Nobel, Janice Russell and Lindsey Stead.

[1] http://www.badlandsgallery.com/about.htm

Left: Bob Hamilton, Lothar, Ghost Finder (detail), 2016
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Janice 7Russell, Agriculture and Adventure (detail), 2016

Biography

Jim Carlson

Carlson was born in Stettler, Alberta, in

1940, where he was raised on a farm and
attended a one-room schoolhouse. After
leaving school, he did a carpentry

apprenticeship and spent most of his
working life in construction-related
occupations.

He lived in various places in British Columbia,
but in 1998 moved permanently to

Drumheller, where he began painting

seriously. His subjects range from his

neighbour’s apple tree to the coffee shops
and plazas in New Orleans.
Artist Statement

Because I live in the Badlands, my paintings

are predominantly earth tones with a splash
of colour. I am self-taught; as a result, my

work is often naïve. I like this, as it goes well

with the earth tones and the “good old days”
theme. I want my paintings to evoke a smile,
and for my viewers to be visually and

internally pleased. My work usually tells a
story drawn from day-to-day life. I am

pleased with my art and I get great joy from
my paintings. This keeps my passion for
painting alive and well.

Most mornings I can’t wait to finish

showering and brushing my teeth so I can
start painting.
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Dianne Faulter

Biography

Born in Wainwright, Alberta, in 1945 and raised
in Pincher Creek, Dianne made Drumheller her
home in 1995. While residing in Calgary until

1995, Dianne attended the University of Calgary
and the Alberta College of Art and Design. Many
great artists have influenced her work over the
years, including A. Y. Jackson, Freda Bundy and
Jean Bennett. Dianne’s imagination has been

captured by the prairies, with golden fields and

grasslands stretching as far as the eye can see,
rolling hills and coulees, and winding rivers and
creeks, along with weathered buildings and

vanishing grain elevators. Their stories are well
portrayed in her many landscapes, with the
unique formations of the Drumheller valley
tickling the imagination.

Artist Statement

This is where live. This is who I am. I’m captured
by the spirit of nature, its beauty and the

extensive palette of colours to work with. In
these chosen pieces I have endeavored to
present a small window into the beautiful

surrounding area I call home. I love spring: new
beginnings, fresh with a sense of anticipation

and renewal. Then summer: longer days, soft,

warm breezes, flowers in full bloom and grass

that needs cutting! Close behind, the fall season
follows: brilliant reds and golds, and clear blue

skies with ducks and geese flying south. Finally,
the short days of winter creep upon us:
moonlight on cold crisp snow.
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Biography

Bob Hamilton

Hamilton started his career in carpentry at 16

years old, and became a Red Seal carpenter. In
the mid-1970's, he apprenticed as a

cabinetmaker and became an award-winning
journeyman custom cabinetmaker. He

eventually established a custom woodworking
shop in Drumheller. He gained a reputation as
an artistic woodworker and completed many
custom residential and commercial projects.
He started painting about 15 years ago

(casually) using acrylic and oil pastels. He has

been painting in oils predominantly for about 10
years. Hamilton is self-taught (studying art at
any opportunity) and has been involved with
several courses and workshops. He’s been

spending time in Mexico for 7 years now, and
studies under Javier Ramos (a well-known
portrait artist) when he’s there.

Artist Statement

When I paint, my goal is to capture the essence
of the subject. I prefer to spend time with

whomever I’m painting and get a feel for who
they are. I look for nuances and subtle

expressions that will give me clues as to their

personality. If I can portray this on canvas and
do it in a painterly fashion, I feel I have a
successful painting.
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Carrie Mashon

Biography

Mashon was born in Rocky Mountain House, in

the shadow of the Rockies. Her father was “the”
professional photographer in town.

Unfortunately, he passed away when she was
four. Mashon married a rancher/farmer in the

Hanna/Drumheller area. She didn’t understand

how much photography would become a part of

her life until having her first child, in 1978. When
her daughter was a year old, Mashon purchased
her first 35mm camera, a Pentax K1000, fully

manual, and learned a lot using that camera. It

helped her photography become what it is today.
“Today with digital, it’s so much easier,” she says.
“And so much more fun. Most of the rules still

apply, but you can have many ‘do-overs’—not so
much with film, as it’s much too expensive.”

Artist Statement

Mashon’s photography is a reflection of her life

in the badlands. With her camera slung over her
shoulder, she finds beauty in the smallest of

things. Old settlers reminisce back to the day

after viewing some of her prairie landscapes. An
old wagon wheel or homestead reflect the past,

while some of her images show modern day life;

harvest time, the color of a wheat field, ranching,
children learning and living in the badlands. On

other occasions it’s the beauty of the badlands;
sunsets, sunrises, prairie storms, rock

formations, amazing wildlife that abounds there.
“It’s my heart….it’s my life…..in the Badlands”. CM
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Biography

Ellen Nobel

Ellen, born in the Netherlands, crossed the globe
in her infancy to settle in Canada’s prairies.

During early childhood, she accidentally made a
mark on a wall and was delighted with the

discovery that these large spaces provided

convenient and ample opportunity for colour
exploration—though not necessarily with
parental consent! An artist was born.

Ellen has pursued art ever since. Moving

westward, she came to Alberta. She studied at
ACAD and earned her BFA at the University of

Calgary. She has filled the years with all manner
of art activity and study, and now happily lives

with her husband in Drumheller, still pursuing her
art.

Artist Statement

I can get lost in the details. To spend hours with a
tiny brush, rendering images to “just so,” is an act
of quiet contemplation. Slowly the image comes
together, and secretly I smile—I feel like I’ve
uncovered a mystery.

A move from a metropolis of 1.25 million people

to this community of less than 10,000 can’t help
but cause reflection and introspection. My list of
commitments is smaller. My surroundings are

smaller. My life is smaller. Rather than look out at
the distance, I want to curl up and look in.

The house becomes a metaphor for my life. The
room for my soul.
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Janice Russell

Biography

Born in Winfield, Alberta, in 1953, Russell

absorbed first-hand the creative practicality and

genius of homesteading parents. Growing up in a
rural community as one of ten children, she

learned early the secret to life’s pursuits: practice,
patience and perseverance. It wasn’t until Russell
had finished a combined career of 40-plus years
in motherhood and agriculture that she shyly
entered the art world. “I was doing a bit of

photography and took a leap of faith and courage
by joining the Badlands Gallery, located in

Drumheller. It was there that a chance remark by a
fellow artist (that perhaps someday I would oil

paint) triggered a zephyr of response from deep
inside me.”

Artist Statement

These paintings resonate with me on two very

personal levels. My husband and I own a fourth-

generation grain farm overlooking the Drumheller
valley. Agriculture is one of the main industries

providing employment to Drumheller and area. My
husband is also an aeronaut (balloon pilot), so
when the balloons floated through the

“playground” of coulees and fields while we were
harvesting, it seemed like a perfect time to

capture the essence of the Badlands. I’ve been
told we can’t move into the future without
honouring the past. This was my heartfelt
sentiment as I was creating the painting

Honouring the Past. My father-in-law was a coal
miner. Years ago, hundreds of coal mines once

operated by thousands of immigrant men in the
Drumheller valley. This painting is dedicated to
13

them.

Biography

Lindsey Stead

Stead loves the practice of art, whether she’s

sketching, painting or following a creative idea,
and she strives to create art that challenges

her and makes others curious. She grew up in
Cheltenham, England, and immigrated to

Alberta in the early 1980s as a newlywed to

work and raise a family. Stead says that as a

Canadian but also as an immigrant, she looks

at life here with gratitude and the curiosity of a

visitor. “We have had a home in East Coulee for
10 years, and I have grown to love the big
skies, culture, characters, colours and

landscape, so different from what I grew up
with.”

As well as being a member of the Badlands

Gallery, Stead is a member of the Federation of
Canadian Artists. She currently paints in oils,

watercolours, acrylics, but employs pens while

travelling. She wants to capture what interests
her through form, colour and strong design.
Her art is recognizably hers.
Artist Statement

I have been coming to the Red Deer River

valley for 11 years, first to build a home in East
Coulee, and Iater to join the Badlands Gallery

to meet local artists. I find it is not only the big
skies and endless horizons that embody the

valley, but also the towns and buildings, and
the people who live and work here.
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Ellen Nobel, Two Story House (detail), 2017
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Visual Inventory- List of Works

Jim Carlson, Cafe (detail), 2016, acrylic painting, 17 1/4"

Jim Carlson, Coffee Table (detail), 2016, acrylic painting,

Jim Carlson, Toast Time (detail), 2016, acrylic painting,

Jim Carlson, Making Sausage (detail), 2016, acrylic

artist

the artist

h x 21 1/4" w x 1 1/4" d, collection of the artist

21 1/4" h x 17 1/4" w x 1 1/4" d, collection of the
17

23 1/4" h x 25 1/4" w x 1 1/4" d, collection of the artist

painting, 19 1/4" h x 25 1/4" w x 1 1/4" d, collection of

Dianne Faulter, The Backyard (detail), 2016, acrylic

Dianne Faulter, Super Moon (detail), 2016, acrylic

the artist

the artist

painting, 12 3/4" h x 15 3/4" w x 1 3/8" d, collection of

painting, 12 3/4" h x 15 3/4" w x 1 3/8" d, collection of

Dianne Faulter, Grandpa and Me (detail), 2016, acrylic

Bob Hamilton, Nora, Entrepreneur (detail), 2016, oil

the artist

of the artist

painting, 15 3/4" h x 12 3/4" w x 1 3/8" d, collection of

painting, 25 3/4" h x 19 5/8" w x 1 3/8" d, collection
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Visual Inventory- List of Works

Bob Hamilton, Lothar, Ghost Finder (detail), 2016, oil

Bob Hamilton, Tess, Movie Producer (detail), 2016, oil

the artist

of the artist

painting, 15 3/8" h x 13 1/2" w x 2 1/4" d, collection of

painting, 21 3/16" h x 17 1/4" w x 1 1/4" d, collection

Carrie Mashon, Death of a Windmill (detail), 2016,

Carrie Mashon, Reverse Sunset (detail), 2016,

the artist

the artist

photograph, 27" h x 36 3/4" w x 1 1/4" d, collection of
19

photograph, 27" h x 36 3/4" w x 1 1/4" d, collection of

Carrie Mashon, Two for Company (detail), 2016,

Ellen Nobel, The Three Story House (detail), 2017, acrylic

the artist

the artist

photograph, 27" h x 36 3/4" w x 1 1/4" d, collection of

Ellen Nobel, Two Story House (detail), 2017, acrylic
painting, 171/2" h x 21" w x 13 1/4" d, collection of
the artist

painting, 19 1/4" h x 25 3/8" w x 1 1/4" d, collection of

Ellen Nobel, The Visit (detail), 2017, acrylic painting,

22 1/2"h x 28 1/2" w x 1 1/4"d, collection of the artist
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Visual Inventory- List of Works

Janice Russell, Agriculture and Adventure (detail), 2016,

Janice Russell, Honoring the Past (detail), 2016, oil

of the artist

the artist

oil painting, 13 1/2" h x 17 3/8" w x 2 1/4" d, collection painting, 13 1/2" h x 17 3/8" w x 2 1/4" d, collection of

Lindsey Stead, Potters Husband (detail), 2017, oil

painting, 25 1/2" h x 17 1/2" w 2 1/4" d, collection of
the artist
21

Lindsey Stead, The Sentinel (detail), 2017, oil painting,
25 3/4" h x 13 3/4" w x 1 1/4" d, collection of the
artist

Lindsey Stead, Drumheller Gothic (detail), 2017, oil

painting, 25 3/4" h x 25 3/4" w x 1 3/16" d, collection
of the artist
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Introduction to Educators' Guide and Lesson Plans
The AFA Travelling Exhibition Program Southeast created this educators’ guide based on the

exhibition’s themes and concepts. It is composed of lesson plans and informative material. We strive

to create projects that will inspire individuals to experience our exhibitions beyond the decorative and
to explore their own creativity. Educators', writers, curators and artists have all contributed content;
we hope you create something amazing from it.

Left: Lindsey Stead, Potter's Husband (detail), 2017
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Lesson 1: Painted Rocks

(Appropriate for most ages depending on available help)
Overview

The works of art in this exhibition are the artists’

interpretations of the places they call home. This project asks
students to create a small work of art on a physical piece of

the place that they call home. Searching for rocks, and in the
process, exploring the local landscape, should serve as an
exciting undertaking for the students.

This is a nice lesson for younger and older students alike. It

requires them to hunt for rocks while using their imaginations.
Younger students can look for rocks shaped like vegetables,

fruits, or other items they are familiar with. Older students can
focus on painting local native animals or landmarks tied into
units about places or specific geographies.
Objectives

Example of completed piece

Students will:
·

go outside and explore their local environment

·

practice craftsmanship and painting details

·

identify patterns and likenesses

·

practice colour mixing and representational painting

Materials

Found rocks or stones, the smoother the better
Gesso

Acrylic paint (the hobby-quality ones available in dollar or craft
stores work well)
Paintbrushes
Pencil

Water-based clear-coat to protect painted surfaces

Materials
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Instructions
Step One

Find a nearby location where smooth rocks are plentiful.

Shorelines and sandy places where rocks can be easily dug up

are good options. Explore the local landscape and look carefully
at the variations of rocks that are specific to your geography.
Collect rocks that inspire within the themes chosen for the
assignment.
Step Two

If the rocks are dirty, wash and brush them off prior to painting.

Image 1

They should be dry before applying the gesso. Gesso is a thick
painting medium that acts as an undercoat for top colours.

Ahead of time, decide if you would like to cover the entire rock
or just part of it. Let the gesso dry completely before
proceeding (image 1).
Step Three

Using a pencil, draw an image on the rock. (Younger students
may not need to complete this step, but more detailed images
would benefit from it.)
Step Four

Image 2

Paint the image using acrylic paint. It is best to let the paint dry
before adding additional details—for this reason, it may be
helpful to work on a couple of rocks at once (image 2).
Step Five (Optional)

After the paint has dried, apply a protective clear-coat to

deepen the paint colour and protect it from chipping. Often this
gives the rock a nice glossy appearance as well (image 3).

Image 3
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Lesson 2: Mapping Our Home: A Photography Mapping Project
(Grades 7–12)
Overview

This project asks students to reflect on what “home” and “place”

mean to them. While many people make up a city or village, each
person’s experience of that place is unique, given who they

know, where they live and/or work, and family ties to the place
(or lack thereof). This photographic mapping project asks

students to capture images of personally significant places
within the local community: micro-environments that are

meaningful to the individuals producing them. Once photographs
are taken, edited, and printed, they can be displayed on a map of
the town to produce a larger installation. The completed piece
will illustrate a collaborative interpretation of “home” and
“place” and is designed for community interaction.
Objectives

Students will:
·

explore the meaning of their hometown and place within it,

·

compose photographs considering mood, composition and

·

create a collaborative photographic map to share with their

identifying areas of personal importance
technical aspects

school and community

Materials

Smartphone, tablet or digital camera
Paper
Pens

Printed photographs
Map of community

Coloured string and push pins
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Instructions
Step One

Without editing yourself too much, write down a list of places
that are significant to you in your town. Perhaps the list will

include the house you grew up in, a grandparent’s home, the

baseball field or a favourite place you walk. It might include a

room in a home, the hospital where you first met your sibling,
or a place where a cherished childhood memory took place.

Write down as many places as you can along with a few key
words that state why they are significant to you.
Step Two

Narrow down your list to five or six places that you would like
to photograph. Consider the nature of each memory and how
you wish to capture it. What time of day would best capture
the essence of your memory? Would a specific filter lend

something to the mood you are trying to create? Would colour
or black-and-white be better? Is it an interior or exterior shot?
What angles would lend interest to and most benefit the

composition? Aim to take multiple shots of each location so
you have options when choosing your final images for the
exhibition.

Step Three

You can decide on the quantity and sizes of images for printing
ahead of time. Print out the photographs selected for the
exhibition. Decide on a group exhibition title.
Step Four

With your classmates, arrange all the photos around a map of
your town. Using pins and string, connect the photos to their
location on the map.
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Lesson 3: Watercolour and Ink Landscape Painting
(Grades 4–12)
Overview

The artists in this exhibition express ideas about their home

communities through their work. Using the Canadian Badlands,
specifically Drumheller, to ground their interpretations

geographically and culturally, the artists have found unique
ways to communicate their feelings about home.

This project asks students to practice drawing and painting en
plein air. Painting en plein air is simply painting outdoors. In

taking their materials outdoors, student can fully engage with,
and experience, the landscapes they are painting.
Objectives

Students will:
·

practice representational and observational drawing

·

create a piece of art that represents their home community

(proportion, perspective, and composition)

·

practice painting en plein air

Materials

Sheet of heavy watercolour paper
Masking tape

Small sturdy board for support
Pencil

Watercolours
Brushes

Water container
Paper towel

Permanent fine-point felt pen
Pastels or coloured pencils

Example of completed piece
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Instructions
Step One

Tape watercolour paper to support board (image 1) and
take all materials outside. Choose a landscape that

speaks to you. Perhaps it is characteristic of the place
you live, or perhaps it is particularly beautiful or

interesting. Keep in mind that landscapes can be urban
or rural. Settle in and decide what area you would like
to focus on and what would make an interesting
composition.
Step Two

Image 1

On a piece of newsprint or scrap paper, do a quick
sketch to practice drawing your image. Once it is

complete, draw the landscape image you have chosen
in very, very light pencil directly on the watercolour

paper. Try not to erase anything as this will damage
the surface of the paper.
Step Three

Paint your landscape. For softer, more flowing areas,
put water down on the paper first then add paint

(image 2). For more intense, structured areas, use

Image 2

drier, more saturated paint.
Step Four

Once your painting is completely dry, add details and
outlining with a fine-point felt pen. Additional colour

and flourishes can be added with chalk pastels and/or
coloured pencils (image 3).

Image 3
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Jim Carlson,
Making Sausage, 2016
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